Barcelona, Spain
2 week summer school at UPF

The course
- Ran by Universitat Pompeu Fabra
- Course title was “Does mind matter?: Mind, Matter and Quantum Mechanics”
- The course was mostly about our consciousness and whether is the same as our physical mind
- An interesting module that had many discussion in lectures over two weeks
- Everything concluded with an essay that discussed an academic paper on the topic

The city
- One of the most beautiful cities I have ever explored

The people
- There were a few activities organised by UPF
- Met many amazing people from Italy, Netherlands, Canada, USA, Spain, UK, Germany and so on
- A truly international summer school experience

Best things about the city:
- Amazing food
- Really vibrant and social
- Many things to do
- Spanish language is quite cool

Not so good things:
- Too hot and humid in summer
- A lot of thieves everywhere targeting tourists

A big thanks to University of Warwick and Warwick Study Abroad team for organizing my summer school!